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Abstract. In this paper, we study the open-ended nature of multi-agent systems,
which refers to the property to allow for the dynamic integration of new agents
into an existing system. In particular, the focus of this study is on the issues of
agent communication and integration. We define an abstract programming language for open multi-agent systems that is based on concepts and mechanisms as
introduced and studied in concurrency theory. Moreover, an important ingredient
is the generalisation of the traditional concept of value-passing to a communication mechanism that allows for the exchange of information. Additionally, an
operational model for the language is given in terms of a transition system, which
allows the formal derivation of computations.

1 Introduction
In the research on multi-agent systems there is an increasing emphasis on the openended nature of agent systems, which refers to the feature to allow for the dynamic
integration of new agents into an existing agent system. In such systems, which are referred to as open multi-agent systems (cf. [18]), it is usually impossible that agents possess complete built-in information about the other agents in the system, simply because
such information will initially be unavailable. As was already pointed out by Hewitt
and de Jong (cf. [13]) the only thing that holds the components of an open system in
common, is their ability to communicate. This means that an important ingredient of an
open multi-agent system will be the agents’ ability to communicate about each other,
especially about features like their capabilities and their expertise.
In the subfield of agent research that focuses on agent architectures, various types
of agents have been proposed that facilitate the communication process in a multi-agent
system. These agents, referred to with terms like facilitators, routers, mediators, brokers and so on (cf. [8]) act as intermediaries between communicating agents by providing services like the matchmaking between information producers and consumers.
This denotes the act of referring agents in need of some piece of information to agents
that might be able to provide it. As mentioned before, such facilitating activities are
indispensable in the context of open multi-agent systems as the presence of agents, especially of those that have recently joined the system, need not be known to all other
agents in the system.

With respect to the integration of new agents into an existing multi-agent system,
we distinguish two different situations. First, there is the integration of an agent that
already exists outside the system, in which case we refer to the integration as an agent
introduction. An introduction is typically performed by a facilitating agent. Secondly,
in the situation a newly integrated agent constitutes a previously nonexistent entity, we
refer to the integration as an agent creation, which is a similar notion to that of an
object creation from the object-oriented programming paradigm. An example of agent
creation is the act of agent cloning, which is typically performed in situations in which
an agent with limited resources, faces an overload of tasks that need to be accomplished
(cf. [22]). To obviate this overload, the agent might then produce a clone of itself and
subsequently delegate several of its tasks to this newly created agent.
Overview
Although over the last few years various new multi-agent programming languages have
been developed, still few of these approaches are completely understood from a semantic point of view. This is mainly due to the fact that the concurrency aspects of these
languages lack a clear modular structure, with the result that the interactions between
the various agent features are rather difficult to get to grips with. This is why we advocate a modular and incremental approach to the design of multi-agent programming
languages. In this respect, a fruitful starting point for the design of multi-agent languages lies in the traditional concepts and mechanisms as introduced and studied in the
field of concurrency theory.
In this paper, we build upon the framework developed in [6, 5] by taking into account the open-ended nature of multi-agent systems, which amounts to the property to
allow for the integration of new agents into an existing system. As in such open multiagent system the communication structure is highly dynamic, we consider the concept
of a dynamically evolving communication structure as for instance employed in the  calculus (cf. [17]), the concurrent object-oriented language POOL (cf. [1]) and more
specifically, its restricted version described in [2] that primarily focuses on the issues of
object creation and dynamically evolving communication structures. In Section 2, we
discuss the traditional communication mechanism of value-passing from concurrency
theory. The generalisation of this communication mechanism to one that allows for the
exchange of information between agents, is described in Section 3. Subsequently, in
Section 4, we outline an abstract programming language for open multi-agent systems
that concentrates on the exchange of information between agents and the integration of
new agents. We define the syntax of the language, followed by the operational semantics by means of a transition system. Finally, in Section 5 we wrap up with suggesting
several issues for future research.

2 Value-Passing
In classical concurrency theory, bilateral communication between processes proceeds
via a mechanism of value-passing, which comprises the dispatch of a value by one
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process and the storage of this value by a receiving process. This is the communication mechanism as used in the well-known concurrent programming paradigm CSP (cf.
[15]), in which such values are communicated along communication channels that interconnect the different processes. In particular, this mechanism covers a primitive of
the form   to send the value of the expression  , which is evaluated in the local
state of the sending process, along the communication channel . The other communication primitive is of the form  , which denotes the act of receiving a particular
value along the channel and the subsequent assignment of this value to the variable  .
One of the characteristics of this basic communication mechanism is that it assumes a static network of communication channels. This constitutes a severe drawback
for open systems, as the dynamics of the population in these systems give rise to a constantly changing communication structure. This problem is dealt with in paradigms like
the  -calculus (cf. [17]) in which communication channels themselves constitute values
that can be passed among processes. In these settings, the above described communication primitives are generalised to the forms   and  ! also denoting the
dispatch and reception of a value, respectively. They differ from the previous ones in
that the communication channel along which is communicated is specified by a variable;
the value of this variable  constitutes the actual channel along which is communicated.
The communication mechanism in the restricted version of the concurrent programming language POOL (cf. [2]) is similar except that processes indicate to which process
a value is to be dispatched to or received from, instead of specifying a particular communication channel. In this setting, the communication primitives are also of the form
  and  , but the value of the variable  now constitutes the identity of a
process the data are to be dispatched to or received from.
In the subsequent section we consider this language in more detail, as it constitutes
a fruitful starting point for an open multi-agent framework. We remark that the generalisation of the other object-oriented aspects of the language POOL, like its rendezvous
communication mechanism based on method invocations, are studied in [7].
Language With Value-Passing
The (restricted version of the) language POOL (cf. [2]), is used to program a collection
of concurrently operating objects, which, in performing their computations, invoke the
assistance of newly created objects. Interactions between the objects take place along
a dynamically evolving communication structure, which is constructed by the objects
themselves via the maintenance and communication of object identities. Such identities,
which are stored in programming variables, constitute the means to address objects in
the system. That is, only the fact that one of the variables of an object refers to the
identity of an other object implies that it can communicate to the referred object.
A program in the language is given by a tuple of class definitions (including a special
class called the root class) of the form "$#&% , where " constitutes the name of the class
and % is a programming statement that every object instance of the class will execute.
Statements are given by a collection of basic actions, which can be composed using
sequential composition, iteration and if-then-else constructs. A basic action is either an
assignment ('*)+ in which the value of the expression  is assigned to the variable  ,
an action ,').-/012"3 to create an instance of the class " having the side-effect that
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the identity of the created object is stored in the variable  of the creator, a primitive
 !4 to receive a value and subsequently assign this value to the variable  , a primitive
 !54 to receive a value from the object which identity is stored in  and store this
value in the variable  or finally, an action  5 to send the value of the expression
 , which is evaluated in the sender’s local state, to the object which identity is stored
in the variable  . The execution of a program starts with the creation of an instance
of the root class, which is identified to be the root object. This root object executes
the programming statement defined in its class during which it can create new objects
of the other classes defined in the program. In this manner, a dynamic environment of
concurrently operating objects is obtained, in which objects create other objects and
secondly, pass the identities of the newly created objects among each other.

3 Exchange of Information
In traditional concurrent programming languages as for instance CSP and POOL, data
is stored in programming variables. In particular, each process in these paradigms maintains a local state that maps variables to their corresponding values. The introduction of
the concept of an intelligent agent (cf. [23]) as an entity that is assigned a mental state
comprised of an informational as well as a motivational attitude (for instance a Belief,
Desire and Intention (BDI) agent cf. [20]), brings about a novel view on the representation and manipulation of data in concurrent programming. Rather than a local state
mapping variables to values, the informational attitude of an agent is effected by more
elaborate information stores as belief and knowledge bases, which are usually represented in an expressive formalism as for instance a propositional, first-order or modal
language. In this paper, we will employ the name belief state as a general term for
such type of information stores. The shift from computing with local states to working
with belief states has two important consequences on concurrent programming. First,
the notion of a variable assignment as in the traditional languages is to be replaced by
an operator that performs a form of information update and secondly, the place of a
value-passing mechanism is to be filled by a mechanism that allows for the exchange of
information between agents such as the communication of propositional, first-order or
modal formulae.
In this paper, we will not say much about the other mental attitude of agents, called
the motivational attitude, which for example covers attitudes like desires and intentions
from the BDI-architectures. This attitude, which drives the agents’ goal-directed behaviour, is discussed in more detail in [14]. From this paper, we learn the need for two
additional stores: a base which stores goals that need to be satisfied as well as a base of
plans which describe in what way these goals can be achieved.
3.1

Addressing Agents

An important component of communication in a multi-agent system concerns the way
agents address each other. There are several aspects that play a role here, among which
are the agents’ identities, names and addresses.
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The identity of an agent is that aspect that lays down the agent in a unique way. Usually, such an identity is accomplished by means of a unique identifier that distinguishes
the agent from all other agents.
The second aspect is the name of an agent, which is used by other agents to refer to
the agent. The relation between a name and an identity is that the former can be used
to denote the latter. The most significant difference between the two aspects is that it
is impossible that two distinct identities are equal, while it is usually not excluded that
two distinct names denote the same identity. A name is absolute if it is shared by all
agents in the system, while it is called relative if it is local to an agent. One of the
characteristics of a relative name is that if it is employed by different agents it is likely
to have a different denotation.
Thirdly, in order to be able to communicate to an agent one is required to be in
possession of this agent’s address. In general, such an address is given by some physical
location messages can be sent to. A striking difference between addresses on the one
hand and identities and names on the other, is that addresses do not need to be static.
For instance, the address of mobile agents changes as soon as these agents migrate from
one site to another, while their name and identity remain the same.
In more abstract settings, agents can address each other by specifying communication channels or agent names. That is, rather than giving the exact location, agents
specify a communication channel messages are communicated along like for instance
in the classical concurrent programming framework CSP or specify the name of the
agent they communicate with like in the object-oriented language POOL. The task of
mapping communication channels and agent names to actual physical locations is then
dealt with in the underlying operational system. In our framework, we adopt the latter
mechanism of addressing agents by a name (in the form of a variable).
3.2

Receiving Information

In our view, one of the striking differences between classic concurrent programming on
the one hand and multi-agent programming on the other hand, is the shift from a valuepassing communication mechanism to one that allows for the exchange of information.
To illustrate this, let us consider the following typical multi-agent scenario.
Example 1 Consider an agent 6 7 89 :<; that is in search for an agent that can answer a
particular question = concerning a subject > . The following subsequent events happen.
The agent 6 7 89 :<; asks a facilitating agent ?9 @BA9 @C for an agent that is an expert on the
subject > . The agent ?9 @BA9@C examines its belief state, finds out that the agent 9D EF9 @B;GC is
such an agent, and answers 6 7 89 :<; with this information. Next, 6 7*89:F; consults another
facilitator ?9@BA9@BH with the question whether 9D EF9 @B;GC is considered to be a reliable
agent. As it subsequently appears that this is not the case, 6 7 89 :<; returns to ? 9@BA9 @C
and asks for another agent that is an expert on > . Subsequently, ?9 @BA9 @C replies with
the information that 9DBEF9@B; H is such an appropriate agent. After ?9@BA9@BH has confirmed
6 7*89:F; that 9D E49@B;2H is a reliable agent, 67*89:F; turns to 9D EF9 @B;2H and asks this agent the
question = .
The most important point that should become clear from this example is that agents are
not so interested in plain values (agent identities, in this case), but rather in values in
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connection with their properties: for instance, an identity denoting an expert agent on
some subject, an identity denoting a reliable agent, an identity that is unequal to another
identity, and so on. This originates from the fact that agents compute with belief states
consisting of formulae that express properties about variables rather than with local
states that simply map variables to their associated values. In fact, this resembles the
computation mechanism as used in constraint-based programming languages, in which
processes compute with information that constrains the range of values that variables
can take. Such pieces of information, called constraints, are expressed in a first-order
language and collected in a constraint store, like in Concurrent Constraint Programming
(CCP) (cf. [21]). For instance, whereas in standard programming a local state assigns a
variable  a value I , a constraint store contains a constraint of the form J)KI .
The generalisation of traditional value-passing to a mechanism of exchanging information proceeds as follows. The value-passing primitive  ! for the reception
of values can be generalised to a primitive of the form !=L , where = is a formula
(expressing some property about some variables).
Let us informally describe the semantics of this primitive. First of all, the belief
state of the agent that performs the action should imply what particular agent is denoted by  . That is, it should derive a formula of the form M)ON , for some agent
identifier N . The primitive is then employed to ask the agent N whether the formula
= holds. Communication subsequently takes place if this agent N , in turn, provides
an
answer P that entails the posed question = . For instance, consider the predicate
Q
D ERS4 that denotes that  is an expert on  and the predicate TU97G that expresses
Q
that  is reliable. If the question = is given by DBEVWYX9:F;GC5 ?BZF[\96;GC< then the formula
Q
Q
D ERWX]9 :<;^C5 ?BZF[\9_6 ;GC<a`cb
D EVWYX9:F;GC5 ?BZF[\9_6; Hd provided by N would constitute an
appropriate answer for this question.
The communication mechanism becomes more interesting if we allow free variables
in questions; the idea being that P is an answer for = if it entails = modulo a substiQ
tution of the free variables in = . For instance, the formula D ERWX]9 :<;^C5?_ZF[\9_6 ;GCe`
Q
Q
b
D ERWX]9 :<;^C5 ?BZF[\9_6 ;2H is an answer for the question D EfS?_ZF[\9_6 ;GC , as it entails
the question provided that we substitute WX]9 :<;^C for  .
Moreover, in the subsequent communication steps we would like the agents to be
able to refer to elements in the domain of discourse that were mentioned in previous
steps. For instance, in the above example, we would like the agent to be able to ask a
subsequent question concerning  , like the question Tg9 7G to ask whether this particular agent  (i.e. WX]9 :<;^C ) is a reliable agent. To achieve this, we proceed as follows: we
employ two special symbols h and i to distinguish the two different situations; i.e. the
case in which a new variable is being introduced and the case a variable corresponds
to one that has been introduced in an earlier communication round. The above menQ
tioned consecutive questions would then look like h D ERS?_ZF[\9_6 ;GC and i Tg9 7 .
The former denotes the question that can be described as ‘which agent  is an expert on
?_ZF[\9_6 ;GC ’, while the latter can be described as ‘is this particular agent  reliable’.
Finally, analogous to the language POOL, we introduce a variant   Pf of the
primitive  !SPf to ask the question P to an arbitrary agent.
Summarising, the operators h and i give rise to a mechanism of using variables
outside the scope of the formula that they have been introduced in. This feature enables
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a flexible communication mechanism, as in each communication step agents are able
to refer to elements in the domain of discourse that have been mentioned in previous
communication rounds. In fact, this mechanism has close connections with Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT) studied in the field of natural language semantics, which
has been developed for the systematic construction of discourse representations (cf. [16,
10]). In this light, variables annotated by the operators h or i can be seen as discourse
markers that are used in DRT to keep track of the individuals that are under discussion.
Moreover, in the terminology of natural language research on questions, a formula
of the form hY<P constitutes a mention-one interrogative, which amounts to a question
to mention one particular entity that satisfies the formula P , as opposed to mentionsome and mention-all interrogatives that are used to request for some instances or for
an exhaustive description, respectively (see [11] for further details).
Finally, another interpretation of the operators h and i is that they denote input and
output modes that indicate the stream of information, for instance like in the concurrent
logic programming language Parlog (cf. [3]). That is, a variable i  bound by an output
mode (i.e. an output variable) denotes a variable for which a value has already been
established, and which is supplied by the agent itself, while a variable hY bound by an
input mode (i.e. an input variable) denotes a new variable, which value is to be supplied
by the environment (e.g. the answering agent).

3.3

Sending Information

Next, we consider the act of sending information. In the value-passing communication
mechanism as used in the  -calculus and the language POOL, there is a primitive of the
form ! to send the value of the expression  . A straightforward generalisation
of this primitive is one of the form !PR denoting the dispatch of the formula P
to  , where we require that P follows from the agent’s belief state. This requirement
results from our focus on sincere agents, i.e. agents that communicate information they
themselves believe to be true. Secondly, as P will constitute an answer to a question
posed by another agent, it is required that it does not contain any input variables.

3.4

Synchronous communication

Communication between two agents N and j then comprises an action *PR performed by N , where its belief state yields the information that  denotes the agent j and
an action   kF=l executed by the agent j , where its belief state yields that k denotes
the agent N , such that the answer P entails the question = modulo a substitution of the
input variables in = . We remark that the execution of the send and the receive action
constitutes an atomic activity, which means that it is not interrupted by other actions.
This enables us to concentrate on the basic communication mechanism, without the
complications of buffering and labeling messages. Additionally, the choice in favour
of synchronous communication does not rule out the asynchronous variant: as is usual
in concurrency theory, asynchronous communication can be mimicked by synchronous
communication (by using intermediaries that operate as message buffers).
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4 Programming Framework
4.1

Preliminaries

In this section, we shape an abstract programming framework that incorporates the communication mechanism as sketched in the previous section. First, we give the standard
notions of a signature, term and formula.
Definition 2 (Signature)
A signature m is a tuple npocqsr , where o is a collection of predicate symbols and q
collection of function symbols. The t -ary function symbols are called constants.

a

Additionally, we assume a set uv!9:F; of constants to denote agent identifiers with typical
elements N_2jw and a set x<W@ of variables, with typical elements y , z , { ,  and so on.
Definition 3 (Terms)
The set |<9 @ of terms over m is inductively defined by: x<W@~}|F9@ and secondly, if

 




YY
|<9@ and 
q of arity w then 
Y

|<9@ . A term is closed if it
contains no variables from x<W@ .
Definition 4 (Formulae) Consider the following clauses:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)



if
if Pl=

if 

if 



YY


%

x<W@
x<W@



and 
and P
and P




|F9@




o of arity w then
and 

x<W@ then bfPfP`=gfP

% then i P
%

% then hY<P
% .


)



 as



YY





%

,

%

The sets S@ , S@  , S@ and 5@ are defined to be the smallest sets
the clauses (1,2), (1,2,3), (1,2,4) and (1,2,3,4), respectively.

%

that satisfy

The set 5@ denotes the standard collection of first-order formulae. Formulae in the set
S@  additionally may contain output variables, while formulae in 5@ may contain
input variables. Finally, the set S@ collects first-order formulae that can contain input
as well as output variables. The logical operators  ,  and  can be defined by
means of the operators b , ` and  , in the usual way.
We remark that we will sometimes be a bit loose in the notation of formulae and

sets of formulae; i.e. whenever convenient we will let a set /P YYPf of formulae

represent the formula P `(/`Pf , or a formula P represent the set /P .
We assume that there is a common ontology that is shared by all agents in a multiagent system (cf. [12]). That is, we suppose that there exists a common signature m
together with a common entailment relation  on ¡25@L¢¡25@ .
In order to deal with the exchange of information that may contain input and output
variables, we need the notion of a ground substitution.
Definition 5 (Ground substitutions)

A ground substitution £ is modeled as a set of formulae of the form M)
, where



xW@ and is a closed term in |<9@ . We require that £ binds each variable to at most
one term.
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To be able to apply a substitution to a formula we need the following notions.
Definition 6 (Completeness of substitutions)

A substitution ¤ is ¥ -complete (N -complete) for a formula P
5@ p if for each output
l
 
variable i  (input variable hY ) in P there exists
|F9@ such that J)

¤ .
Next, we consider the application of substitutions to formulae: we define an operation
¦
that substitutes the output variables in a particular formula and an operation § that
¦
¤ denotes the formula = in which the output
substitutes the input variables. That is, =
variables are substituted by the value given by ¤ , while =¨§©¤ denotes this formula in
which the input variables have been substituted.
¦

Definition 7 (Functions and § )

5@ and substitution ¤ that is ¥ -complete for = , we define the function
For each =
¦
by induction on the structure of = :
–
–
–
–
–
–

  ¦
 
 
Y

¤«)¬ª
YY

¦
¦
bfPR
¤)«bLP
¤1
¦
¦
¦
P`=l
¤)M P
¤1d`®=
¤¯
¦
¦
hY<PR
¤)1hYaP
¤1

¦
¦
i <PR
¤)«5)
`¨P
¤¯ ,
¦
¦
PR
¤)¬aP
¤¯

ª

 

where

)






¤

Additionally, for each N -complete substitution ¤ for = , the definition of the function
is similar except for:
–
–

hY<PRa§~¤)«5)
i <PR5§,¤)



`¨ P§,¤¯

, where

J)






§

¤

i 5 P§,¤¯


The idea behind this definition is that the substitution of a term for a variable  in a

formula P , is logically equivalent to the formula 5J)
`JPR .
Finally, the following definition formalises the communication mechanism of asking a question P and telling an answer = .
Definition 8 (Minimal unifiers)




S@ and =
S@ ,
– A substitution £ is called a unifier for the pair Pl=L where P
if P°®=¨§©£± .
– Additionally, £ is a minimal unifier if there is no other unifier £±² with £³J£±² .

We use the notation P¨µ´,= to denote that £

is a minimal unifier for

Pl=l

.

A minimal unifier £ supplies the values for the input variables in = such that the forQ
mula P constitutes an answer for the question = . For instance, D EfWX]9 :<;^C5 ?BZF[\9_6 ;GC
Q
is an answer for hY D ERS ?BZF[\9_6 ;GC under the minimal unifier J)¶WYX9:F;GC .
Note that minimal unifiers are not necessarily unique: for instance, J)³WX]9:F;GC and
J)¶WYX9:F;2H are both minimal unifiers for:
Q

D ERWX]9 :<;^C5?_ZF[\9_6 ;GCd`

Q

D ERWX]9 :<; Hf ?BZF[\9_6 ;GC< hY

Q

DBEeS ?BZF[\9_6 ;GCB

The non-determinism inherited from this communication mechanism can however be
Q
controlled by the programmer: it can choose to send either D EfWX]9 :<;^C5?_ZF[\9_6 ;GC or
Q
D ERWX]9 :<; Hf ?BZF[\9_6 ;GC< instead of their conjunction.
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4.2

Syntax

We shape a programming framework for open multi-agent systems in which new agents
can be integrated and the communication mechanism allows for the exchange of information. First, we give its syntax.




Definition 9 (Syntax of the programming language) Let P
5@ , ·¸}¹5@ , =



S@  , º
5@  , 
x<W@ , N
uv9 :<; and ª a procedure in » , then atomic actions I ,
programming statements % , agents ¼ and agent systems ½ are defined as follows:
I'¾')M¿]À!Á/]PR~ÂL! 5=l©ÂÃ ]
 Sºa~ÂU ºa~Â¯Ä -YYÅ4Æp/!5%f·
VÉ

VÊ

%©'Ç'*)¬I/%ÈÂU%
%
Â %
U
%
Â ªÌÂUÍ
Ë
¼M'¾')¶nN_%f·



r

½Î'Ç'*)K¼ÂË¼Ï½

where » is a set of procedure declarations, which are of the form ªÎ'FÐU% , where ª
the name of the procedure and % its body statement.

is

An agent ¼ is assigned a unique identifier N from the set uv9 :<; , which is used to distinguish it from all other agents in the system. Additionally, its behaviour is controlled by
a program % . The third constituent of an agent is a belief state · , which we assume is
represented by a set of formulae.
An atomic action I is either the operation ¿]À!Á/]PR to update the belief state
with the formula P , the action ! 5=l to send the agent  the formula = , the action  !Sºa to ask the agent  for the formula º , the action ºf to ask º to an
arbitrary agent and finally the action Ä -/ÅFÆ/S_%f·± to integrate a new agent in the
system that will execute the program % with the initial belief state · . The variable 
will be used by the creator to denote this new agent.
These primitive actions can be composed to form programms by means of the familÉ
Ê
iar constructs  for action prefixing,
for parallel composition, for non-deterministic
choice and procedure calls of the form ª . The symbol Í denotes the empty (terminated)
statement. Usually, we will write statements of the form %(Í simply as % .
Finally, an agent system ½ is a set of agents.
4.3

Transition Systems

We develop the semantics of the programming language by means of a transition system, which constitutes an elegant mechanism of describing operational behaviour and
dates back to the original work of Plotkin on semantics of programming languages (cf.
Ñ ½Ï² . It denotes a computation step of the
[19]). Formally, a transition is of the form ½ Ð,
agent system ½ where ½ ² is the resulting agent system and the label Ò either expresses
that the transition needs to synchronise with another transition, or states that this is not
the case (indicated by the symbol Ó ).
Transitions are formally derived by means of transition rules of the form:
½



Ô ½²
ÐÑ¾Õ
½





YÖ½
Ñ ½
Ð¹
²
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× ½Ï²
ÐÑ Õ

if

6_:v

Such a rule denotes that the transition below the line can be derived if the transitions
above the line are derivable and additionally, the condition cond holds. Sometimes,
we will write transition rules with several transitions below the line. They are used to
abbreviate a collection of rules each having one of these transitions as its conclusion.
A rule with no transitions above the line is called an axiom. A collection of transition
rules defines a transition system.
4.4

The Transition Rules

In this section, we develop a transition system for the multi-agent programming language, starting with the atomic ations. We abstract from a particular belief revision
strategy (cf. [9]); that is, the framework is parameterised by an appropriate belief revision operator Ø('e¡25@!¯¢®¡25@¸¡25@! for which we for instance assume
that ·(ØPRe¡P holds. The transition for an update of the belief state is then as follows.
Definition 10 (Transition for belief revision)
nN_ ¿]À!Á]/PR ·

rÚ
ÐÛ
Ù
nN_Í·«ØlPr

Next, we consider the integration of new agents. The action Ä -/Å4Æp/!S%R·²p extends
the current agent system with a new agent j that starts to execute the statement % , where
its belief state is given by ·² . The variable  will be used by the integrating agent to
refer to the integrated agent.
Definition 11 (Transition for agent integration)
nN__Ä -/Å4Æp/!S%R·

²  ·

rÚ
ÐÛ
Ù
nN_Í·«Ø¯J),jrBYn¾j%f·

where j is a fresh agent identifier from uv9

:<;

² r

.

Next, we define the transitions for the actions of sending and receiving information,
which model the local effects of a synchronous communication step. We use two types
of labels: a label of the form N_2jPf , which denotes that N tells to j the formula P and
a label of the form N_2jPf £ , which denotes that N asks j the formula P , where £
denotes a possible substitution for the input variables in P .
Definition 12 (Transitions for sending and asking)
Provided that there exists a substitution ¤ with ·Ü®¤ that is ¥ -complete for P , and a
¦
substitution £ that is N -complete for P
¤ , we have the following transitions:
ÝÇÞßpàß^álâãä
nN_! 5PRB·

r

if ·åP`¨J),j
 âÏãä^ß nN_Í·±r
ÝÇÞßàÐß2áL
´
nN_!5PRB· ÝÇr Þßpàß^áLâÏ
Ðã
 ä^ß
nN_Í·ØL£sr
if ·å()©j
´
nN_!PRB· r
Ð
nN_Í·«ØL£sr
The values for the output variables in the formula P come from the agents belief state ·
¦
and are collected in the substitution ¤ . The formula P
¤ then constitutes the formula
P in which all these output variables are substituted by the values given by ¤ .
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In the transition for telling, the condition ·Ü¨P denotes the property of sincerity:
any dispatched formula is to be believed true by the sender. Note that in the transitions
for asking, the set £ of values for the input variables of P is guessed, that is, it denotes
a possible set of values. Only in the transition rule for synchronous communication a
real set £ is established; that is, one that is based on the information provided by the
sender. Note that this set £ is stored in the receiver’s belief state for later use; i.e. to
provide the substitutions for the variables that are bound by the operator i in subsequent
questions and answers.
Definition 13 (Transition for synchronous communication)
¼



ÝÇÞßpàß2á]ä
Ð<
½¼



¼U²

¼



¼

Ð¹
Ù
½¼

Ýàß Þß2æ4ä^ß
´

Ð

¼U²



² ¼





if Pçµ´~=


²


Communication between the agents ¼ and ¼
takes place if the information P pro

vided by ¼ constitutes an answer for the question = posed ¼ modulo the substitution


£
of the input variables in = . (Of course, the agents ¼
and ¼
are required to be
distinct and not to occur in ½ .)
The remaining transitions are quite standard.
Definition 14 (Transition for sequential composition)
nNI·

Ñ
r ÐÛ
nN_Í·

²r

nN_IY%f·±rè
ÐO
Ñ
nN_%f·

²r

The transition for the sequential composition Iµ % is given by the transition for the action
I . The statement % constitutes the part of this statement that needs to be executed next.
Definition 15 (Transition for non-deterministic choice and internal parallelism)

nN_%
nN_%

nN_%
RÊ
eÊ




rè
ÐO
Ñ
nN_%V² ·

·

%

%



·
·



n N_% ·±rè
Ð<Û
Ñ
nN_%R² ·²r
RÉ


 É
nN__%
% ·±rè
Ð<Û
Ñ
nN_%R²
% ·²pr
eÉ

lÉ

Ñ
n N__%
% ·±r Ð<Û
nN_%
%R² ·²pr

²pr


ré
ÐO
Ñ
nN_%V² ·

Ñ
r ÐO
nN_%V² ·

²pr
²pr

The transitions for a non-deterministic choice between two statements are given by the
transitions of exactly one of them, while the transitions for a parallel composition are
given by an interleaving of the transitions of both of the statements.
Definition 16 (Transition for a procedure call)
If ªå'FÐU% is a procedure declaration in » then we have the following transition rule:
nN_%f·±ré
Ð<Û
Ñ
nN_%R² ·²r
nN_ªL·

rè
ÐO
Ñ
nN_% ² ·

²r

The transition for a procedure call ª is derived from the transition of its body % .
Analogous to internal parallelism, external parallelism is modeled by means of an
interleaving semantics. Models for true concurrency, which are perhaps even more natural in the context of agent systems, are among the subjects of future research.
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Definition 17 (Transitions for external parallelism)


Provided that ¼ and ¼ do not occur in ½ we have the transitions:

¼

Ð¹
Ù
¼U²


½¼


¼

Ð¹
½¼
Ù
²



½¼





ÐÕ
Ù
¼g² ¼



ÐÕ
½¼
Ù


² ¼



The second rule allows for the integration of a new agent ¼
4.5



in the system.

Example

Let us return to the agent system as described in Example 1. Suppose the configuration




of the agent 67*89:F; is given by ¼ )ånê% · r , where the program % is given by:
%


ë

)KyahY

Q

 Êíì 

DBEV5>Rë





)K!zi TU97RY !
 S=l
Q
)« !
 zi bRTg9 7RY!yah/k<i a D V
E k<>µ`bL k

ìe

)¬B

 !zi kTU97^ k]aY!k<=l


and the belief state · equals y)+î!µ`°zs)ï . In this program, the agent y is asked
for an expert  on > . If subsequently, according to agent z , this expert  appears to be
reliable then  is asked the question = . However, if  turns out to be unreliable then
y is asked for another expert k on > (which is unequal to  ). In case the agent z can
subsequently confirm that k is reliable then k is asked the question = .


Additionally, the configurations of ?9@BA9@C and ?9@BA9@BH equal ¼ )¶n2îðªL· r and
Q
Q

¼Uñ)În ï4ò·¯ñYr , respectively, where ·
equals ().ê/5`
D Efó<>S`
D Ef ô4> and
·gñ equals J)$êd`JbRTU97ó]S`Tg9 72ô! , while ª and ò are procedures declared as:
Q

ªå' ÐOp! 5

Ê

D EVóF_>fªÏ

òå' ÐO 5bRTg9 7ó]R/òÏ

Q

 5
Ê

D EV ô4>fYªÏ

p! S_TU97 ôfYò

Finally, we assume that some configurations ¼Ëõ and ¼Uö for the agents 9DBEF9@B;^C and
9D EF9 @B;2H are given. As an example of the transition system, we show the derivation of


the first transition of this multi-agent system ¼ ¼ ¼Uñ¼Ëõ¼gö .
Q

1. The following transition
anø axiom, where P equals hY
Ý  ß  ß^á]is
ä^ß÷
nê !y5PRB·



õ

r

Ð



nê!Í·

DBEV5>

Ø¯J)Kó]r

2. From 1. and Ý the
 ß  ß^rule
áäGß ÷Vfor
ø sequential composition:
nê%



·

õ



r

Ð

nêë

3. The following is an axiom: Ý 
Q

n î4*S

DBEeóF>B·



 Ê©ì 



·

ØgJ)Kór

r

ß  ßù]úû!Ý 2ß üGää
õ
Ð
n î4Í·


r

4. Via 3. and the rule for sequential
 ßù]úûÝ ß2üää
Ý  ß composition:
n î4*S

Q



DBEeóF>aYªL·

õ

r

Ð

n2îðªL·



5. Via 4. and the rule for non-deterministic choice:
n î4Yp! 5

Q

D EVóF_>µBªÏ

Ê

p S

Q

D ER2ôð>µ_ªÏB·
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r

r

Ý  ß  ßù]úû!Ý 2ß üGää
õ
Ð
n î4ªL·


r

6. From 5. andÝ  the
rule
ß  ßù]
úû!Ý for
ß2üää procedure calls:
õ



n î4ªL·

r

Ð

n2îðªL·



r

7. The rule for communication applied to 2. and 6. yields:
nê%

as



·



J)¬ó]

rB¼



¼

ñ ¼ õ ¼

ÐO
nê!ë
öý
Ù
Q

is a minimal unifier for

 Ê©ì 

·



Ø¯J)þórB¼
Q
DBEVó<>B_hY
D EVS_> .



¼

ñ ¼

õ ¼
ö

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have outlined an abstract programming language for open multi-agent
systems that concentrates on the exchange of information and the integration of new
agents. The language is given a clear operational model in terms of a transition system
that is used for the formal derivation of the computation steps of a multi-agent system.
Moreover, the configurations of the transition system can be viewed upon as an abstract
model of a machine, while the transitions specify the subsequent actions this machine
can perform. In this way, the machine would act as an interpreter for the language.
In subsequent research, we aim to mould the given operational semantics for the
language to one that is compositional. This property, which means that the semantics
of a composed statement or agent system can be derived from the semantics of its
components, constitutes the next step towards top down design facilities for open multiagent systems as well as to the development of specification and verification techniques.
Secondly, we aim to refine the framework to one in which each agent has its own
individual signature. This will give rise to a natural hierarchy among the agents in terms
of their signature, which constitutes a starting-point for the introduction of such objectoriented features as sub-typing and inheritance (cf. [4]).
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